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LMNtal is a modeling language based on hierarchical graph rewriting, and its imple-
mentation SLIM features state space search and an LTL model checker. Several vari-
ations and extensions of the SLIM have been developed, and all of them achieve their
functionalities by modifying SLIM written in C. If a model checker is implemented
in the modeling language itself, it should be easy to develop prototypes of various
model checkers without changing the base implementation of the model checker. This
approach is called metaprogramming which has been taken extensively in Lisp and
Prolog communities.
In this paper, we design a framework for implementing extendable model checkers.
First, we define first-class rewrite rules to extend a modeling language. Second, we de-
sign an API to operate on the states of programs. These features enable programmers
to handle state transition graphs as first-class objects and implement diverse variants
of a model checker without changing SLIM. We demonstrate it by implementing an
LTL model checker and its variant and a CTL model checker. Furthermore, we show
how easy it is to extend these model checkers in our framework by extending the CTL
model checker to handle fairness constraints. The overhead of metainterpretation is
around an order of magnitude or less. All these results demonstrate the viability of
the resulting framework based on meta-interpreters that handle explicit state space
in a flexible manner.
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? 2.1 ?? P ???????????p ????????????????????
? 2? LMNtal 5
P ::= 0 (?)
| p(X1, . . . , Xm) (m ≥ 0) (???)
| P, P (??)
| {P} (?)
| T : −T (???)
T ::= 0 (?)
| p(X1, . . . , Xm) (m ≥ 0) (???)
| T, T (??)
| {T} (?)
| @p (?????)
| $p[X1, . . . , Xm] (m ≥ 0) (??????)




???????????0????????p(X1, . . . , Xm)? m???????????
P, P ?????????????????{P}?? {}????????????? (?
???????????)????T : −T ????????????????????
????????? T ?????????????
? 2.1?? T ?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? p[X1, . . . , Xm|A]?





? 2? LMNtal 6
(E1) 0, P ≡ P
(E2) P,Q ≡ Q,P
(E3) P, (Q,R) ≡ (P,Q), R
(E4) P ≡ P [Y/X] (??? X ? P ???????)
(E5) P ≡ P ′ ⇒ P,Q ≡ P ′, Q
(E6) P ≡ P ′ ⇒ {P} ≡ {P ′}
(E7) X = X ≡ 0
(E8) X = Y ≡ Y = X
(E9) X = Y, P ≡ P [Y/X] (??? P ????? X ? P ???????)
(E10) {X = Y, P} ≡ X = Y, {P} (??? X ? Y ??????????? P ???????)
? 2.2 LMNtal???????
(R1) P → P ′
P,Q→ P ′, Q
(R2) P → P ′{P} → {P ′}
(R3)
Q ≡ P P → P ′ P ′ ≡ Q′
Q→ Q′
(R4) {X = Y, P} → X = Y, {P} ??? X ? Y ? {X = Y, P}???????
(R5) X = Y, {P} → {X = Y, P} ??? X ? Y ? P ???????
(R6) Tθ, (T : −U)→ Uθ, (T : −U)
? 2.3 LMNtal?????
2.3 ?????
LMNtal ????????? 2.2 ??????????? 2.3 ?????????
???
????????????????? ≡ ????????????????≡ ??
?????????????????????????0 ?????????????




????????????????????(E8) ? = ???????????(E9) ?
(E10)?????????????? =?????????????
?????????????→??????????????LMNtal??????













(a(A):-b(A)),b(X), x(X) ?????????? 2.4 ??????????????
a(A):-b(A)=R?????????????????????????? LMNtal??
???????
R, a(X), x(X) ≡ R, a(A), x(A)
C
R, a(A), x(A)→ R, b(A), x(A) R, b(A), x(A) ≡ R, b(X), x(X)
R, a(X), x(X)→ R, b(X), x(X)
C ???????
R, a(A) ≡ a(A), R a(A), R→ b(A), R b(A), R ≡ R, b(A)









? 2? LMNtal 8
a(X),$n[X] :- int($n) | b(X),$n[X]
? 2.5 ???????????????
Head :- new(X1), . . . , new(Xi) | Atom1(X1), . . . , Atomi(Xi) (??)
Atom(H) :- hlink(H) | Body (???)














????? unary?????????????? p(H)???? H ?????????
?? p?? unary???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
















































? 3? ???????????????????? 11
prove(true).
prove((Goal1, Goal2)) :- prove(Goal1), prove(Goal2).
prove(Goal) :- clause(Goal, Body), prove(Body).































??????????????????????????? Lisp ? Prolog ?????
?????? LMNtal ??????????????? 2 ??????1 ??????
???????????????????????????????????????
LMNtal ?????? LMNtal ??????????????2 ??? SLIM ????










’:-’({Head }, {Guard }, {Body }),
????Head? Guard? Body?????????????????????????





???? = ???? == ????????????????????????????
? 3.3????
? 3? ???????????????????? 13
F ::= :- ({B}, {G}, {B})
B ::= 0
| ==(L1, L2)
| p(L1, . . . , Lm)
| B,B
| {B}
| ′$p′(L1, . . . , Lm)
G ::= Con(′$p′)
| Op(X1, . . . , Xm)
| G,G
Con ::= int | float | ground | unary | hlink | new
Op ::= =:= | = \\ = | > | < | =< | >= | := | == | \\ = | ><




a :- c ⇒ ′ :- ′({a}, {}, {c})







































Head:- new($x) | ’:-’({a($x)},{},{b($x)})
? 3.6 ?????????????????
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{head, a(X)},{body, c(X)}.









$p = $q ∗ 3 + $r
?????????????????????
:= (′$p′,+(∗(′$q′, 3),′ $r′))
??????????
3.2.2 ???








????????????c ?????????? links ???? c′ ????????
? 3.11 ?? 3.12 ???????????????????????????????
? 3? ???????????????????? 17
function c(′: −′({B}, {G}, {B′})
S := links(Fh, links(Fb, ∅))
(FH,S′) := c’(B,S)
(FB, S′′) := c’(B′, S′)
FG := g(G)
if S′′ = ∅ then





? 3.10 ???? c
?????????????????????????links???????????c′
?????????????? c???????????????? g ????????
?? g ????? 3.13?????? g ??????????????????????
????????????????? g op????????????????????
???????????????????????????g op ??????????





???????????????? LMNtal ??? SLIM[19] ???????????
????????SLIM??????????????
3.2.4 SLIM????????





? 3? ???????????????????? 18
function links(B,S)
if B = p(L1, . . . , Lm) then
for i = 1 to m do
if (Li, j) ∈ S then
S := S ∪ {(Li, j)}
else




elseif B = X==Y then
if (X, j) ∈ S then
S := S ∪ {(X, j)}
else
S := S ∪ {(X, cnt()}
end
if (Y, j) ∈ S then
S := S ∪ {(Y, j)}
else
S := S ∪ {(Y, cnt()}
end
return S
elseif B = B1, B2 then
return links(B1, links(B2, S))
end
elseif B = {B′} then
return links(B′)
end
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function c’(B,S)
if B = p(L1, . . . , Lm) then
for i = 1 to m do




elseif B = X==Y then
S := (S \ {(X, i)}) \ {(Y, j)}
return (X=Y, S)
elseif B = B1, B2 then
(F1, S′) := c’(B1, S)
(F2, S′′) := c’(B2, S′)




? 3.12 ?? c′
function g(G)
if G = Con(′$p′) then
return Con($p)
elseif G = Op(X1, . . . Xm) then
return g op(G)












? 3? ???????????????????? 20
function g op(Op(X1, . . . Xm))




if connected(X1) is data then
res += connnected(X1)
else
res += g op(connnected(X1))
end
if Op = ′ :=′ then




if connected(X2) is data then
res += connnected(X2)
else





? 3.14 ?? g op
P, c(F )→ P ′, c(F )
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???? API ???????????API ?? 3.17 ?????? 4 ???????
??????????? SLIM ?????????????????????????
??????????????? state_space.react_nd_set ??????????
?????????????????? API ??????? API ?????????
? 3? ???????????????????? 22
• state_space.react_nd_set(RuleMem, GraphMem, RetRule, Ret)
• state_space.state_map_init(Ret)
• state_space.state_map_find(Map, {$key[]}, Res, Ret)
• state_space.state_map_find(Map, $key, Res, Ret)
? 3.17 state space API???





3.3.1 state space.react nd set












? 3? ???????????????????? 23
3.3.2 state map collection
state map ?????????????????????????????? ID ?
????????? ID ???? LMNtal ????????????????????
???????????????state map init? state map find????????
?????????????state map init? Ret??? state map????????
state map find?? 2?????????????????????? 2??????
????????????? ID? Res???????????? ID??? int???
?????? ID??????????? Res???????state map???????
Map?????????Ret?????????
??? state map init? state map find?????????
state map find(state map init, {a(1),a(2),a(3)}, res, ret).
−→ state map find(<state map>, {a(1),a(2),a(3)}, res, ret).
−→ res(13458), ret(<state map>).
????????? state map init ??? state map ?????????????
????? state map find?? {a(1),a(2),a(3)}??????????? ID(13458)





???? 4?????????? API??????state map??????????
??????????? API???????????????? API????????
???????? API ? state map ???????????????????[15] ?
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???????????????????????????????
3.3.4 ??
???????? SLIM ??????????????? API ????????




’$callback("function name",. . . )’ ???????????????? LMNtal ?







???? state_space ????????????????????’$callback’ ??
??????????
Ret = state_space.react_nd_set(Rule, Graph, RetRule) :-
’$callback’(’cb_react_ruleset_nd’, Rule, Graph, RetRule, Ret).
?????state_space.react_nd_setAPI???? C??????????????
?? cb_react_ruleset_nd????






cb react ruleset nd ??????????????????????react_rule









???????????? ID??? state map find??????????????
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Algorithm 1 ??????????
S := {s0}; T := ∅; Stack := ∅
push s0 Stack
while Stack ̸= ∅ do
s := pop Stack
succ := expand(s)
for all s′ ∈ succ do
if s′ ̸∈ S then
S := S ∪ {s′}
T := T ∪ {(s, s′)}
push s′ Stack
else if (s, s′) ̸∈ T then










LMNtal ???????????? LMNtal ?????????????? LMNtal
?????????????????????????




Ret = state_space(Init, Map, States, Transition)
? 4? LMNtal???????? 28







???? ID ??????ID ????????????? state map ???????
state map find ???????????????????????????????
Ret = ’.’(From,To), where From ?????????????????????To
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? A???? B ???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????
? 4.1 ????? LMNtal ?????????????????????????
???? rulename ? “rulename@@” ?????????????????????
rulename ????run ? exp0 ????????????????????????
????????????? push ????????????exp ? exp’ ?????
??????? whie ?????????????????????????????
??exp ? react.nd set ?????????????????????????exp’
? state space ?????????????????????suc ? suc’ ?????
??????? forall ???????????????????????????? s
???????????????????suc ??????? s’ ???? uniq ID ?
state map find??????????????????suc’???? exp???? ns
? ns’ ? s’ ????????????????????ns ? s’ ??????????s
? s’ ?????????????????nt ? nt’ ? s ? s’ ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????? LMNtal? set library???? set.empty????????????
set.find?????????? lookup, set.insert?????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
ret = run({’:-’({a(!X)}, {}, {b(!X)})}, {a(1), a(2), a(3)}).
????? 4?? state space?????????????????????????
? 4? LMNtal???????? 29
? 4.1 ????




Ret = state_space(I, M, S, T) :-
Ret = ss(I, M, set.to_list(S), set.to_list(T)).
Ret = ss(I, M, [$x|S], T) :- int($x) |
Ret = ss(I, state_space.state_map_find(M, $x, Res), S, T),
state($x, Res).




state(5056,{a(1). a(2). a(3). }). state(5696,{a(3). b(1). b(2). }).
state(5312,{a(1). a(3). b(2). }). state(6336,{a(1). b(2). b(3). }).
state(4928,{a(2). a(3). b(1). }). state(5568,{a(2). b(1). b(3). }).
state(6208,{b(1). b(2). b(3). }). state(5440,{a(1). a(2). b(3). }).
???? a(1), a(2), a(3)????????? a???????????????



































????????2x + x2 + 3x + 1???????????? LMNtal???????
???? aXb ? term(a,b)????????? add????????????????
??????? LMNtal???????????
ans = add(add(add(term(2,1), term(1,2)), term(3,1)), term(1,0))
????????????????????????
? 4? LMNtal???????? 31
? 4.2 ?????????
Instance Name States Time(s) (SLIM) Time(s) (Meta) Ratio
Knight 4 1657 0.06 0.28 4.66
Knight 5 508493 15.42 137.31 8.90
Peterson 2 115 0.03 0.06 2.00
Peterson 3 7779 0.70 5.17 7.38
PhiM 5 1370 0.22 1.68 7.68
PhiM 6 5785 1.12 9.21 8.22
PhiM 7 24484 5.96 52.57 8.82
PhiM 8 103691 31.25 308.90 9.88
Qlock 5 657 0.07 0.35 5.00
Qlock 6 3920 0.34 2.33 6.85
Qlock 7 27407 2.55 19.39 7.60
Qlock 8 219210 22.59 203.27 8.99
Queen 8 2057 0.09 0.46 5.11
Queen 9 8394 0.32 1.85 5.78
Queen 10 35539 1.37 7.98 5.82
Queen 11 166926 6.56 46.46 7.08
Rabbit 10 22052 1.20 4.75 3.95
Rabbit 12 92020 5.63 23.77 4.22
Rabbit 14 377234 25.36 159.66 6.29
Rabbit 16 1531664 110.04 1570.23 14.26




(Assoc) R = add(add(A, B), C) ≡ R = add(A, add(B, C))
(Comm) R = add(A, B) ≡ R = add(B, A)
? 4? LMNtal???????? 32
??????????????????
ans = add(add(add(term(2,1), term(1,2)), term(3,1)), term(1,0))
≡ ans = add(add(add(term(1,2), term(2,1)), term(3,1)), term(1,0)) (Comm)
≡ ans = add(add(term(1,2), add(term(2,1), term(3,1))), term(1,0)) (Assoc)














???????? state map API????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ID ? Key ??? HashMap ??
???????????????????? 20???????????????
? 4? LMNtal???????? 33
run @@ Ret = run(Rs, {$ini[]}):-
Ret = exp0(Rs, s(ID,{$ini[]}),
state_space.state_map_find(state_space.state_map_init, {$ini[]}, ID),
set.empty, set.empty).
exp0@@ Ret = exp0(RS, S0, Map, Ss, Ts), S0 = s($id,{$ini[]}) :- int($id) |
Ret = exp(RS, [s($id,{$ini[]})], Map, set.insert(Ss, $id), Ts), ini($id).
exp @@ Ret = exp(RS, S0, Map, Ss, Ts), S0 = [s($id,{$src[]})|Stk] :- int($id) |
Ret = suc(R, Stk, Exp, p($id,{$src[]}), Map, Ss, Ts),
Exp = state_space.react_nd_set(RS, {$src[]}, R).
exp’@@ Ret = exp({$rs[],@rs}, [], Map, Ss, Ts), ini(I) :-
Ret = state_space(I, Map, Ss, Ts).
suc @@ Ret = suc(RS, Stk, [{$dst[]}|Suc], Src, Map, Ss, Ts) :-
M = state_space.state_map_find(Map, {$dst[]}, ID),
Ret = ns0(RS, Stk, Suc, Src, p(ID,{$dst[]}), M, Ss, Ts).
suc’@@ Ret = suc(RS, Stk, [], p($id,{$src[]}), Map, Ss, Ts) :- int($id) |
Ret = exp(RS, Stk, Map, Ss, Ts).
ns0 @@ Ret = ns0(RS, Stk, Suc, Src, p($d,D), Map, Ss, Ts) :- int($d) |
Ret = ns(RS, Stk, Suc, Res, Src, p($d,D), Map, S, Ts),
S = set.find(Ss, $d, Res).
ns @@ Ret = ns(RS, Stk, Suc, some, p($s,Src), p($d,Dst), Map, Ss, Ts) :-
int($s), int($d) |
Ret = nt(RS, Stk, Suc, Res, p($s,Src), p($d,Dst), Map, Ss, T),
T = set.find(Ts, ’.’($s, $d), Res).
ns’ @@ Ret = ns(RS, Stk, Suc, none, p($s,Src), p($d,Dst), Map, Ss, Ts) :-
int($s), int($d) |
Ret = suc(RS, [s($d,Dst)|Stk], Suc, p($s,Src), Map, S, T),
S = set.insert(Ss, $d), T = set.insert(Ts, ’.’($s,$d)).
nt @@ Ret = nt(RS, Stk, Suc, some, Src, p($d, {$dst[]}), Map, Ss, Ts) :-
int($d) |
Ret = suc(RS, Stk, Suc, Src, Map, Ss, Ts).
nt’ @@ Ret = nt(RS, Stk, Suc, none, p($s,Src), p(D, {$dst[]}), Map, Ss, Ts) :-
int($s) |
Ret = suc(RS, Stk, Suc, p($s,Src), Map, Ss, set.insert(Ts, ’.’($s,D))).
? 4.1 LMNtal meta-interpreter
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? 4.2 SLIM ? LaViT????????????????
? 4.3 ????????? SLIM????????








????????????????LTL ??????? LTL ???????????
?????????? LTL ???????????????????????????
LTL??????????? LTL? p?????????????? ¬p??????
????????? LTL? p????????????? p0, p1, . . . ????????
???????? pi = s0, s1, . . . ? LTL ? p ???????? pi |= p ???????
? k ≥ 0???? sk |= pk ???????? pi |= p????????????????
????????????????? LTL??????? Bu¨chi??????????
?????????????LTL? p?????? Bu¨chi???????? pi |= p??
???? pi ???????????????
LTL ??????????????????????? [5]?? 5.1 ? LTL ????
?????????LTL ???????????? □?♦?U ????? 5.1 ????
?????? g? f? u???????????? f(φ)??? φ??????????
??????? g(φ)??????????? φ???????????? u(φ1,φ2)?
φ2 ??????????? φ1 ?????????????? x(φ)?????? φ??
????????????
???? LTL ??????? (1) ??????????????????? (2)
????? (3)LTL ?????????? LMNtal ????????? Bu¨chi ??
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(LTL Formula) φ ::=
true | false | Predicate | not(φ) | or(φ1,φ2)
| and(φ1,φ2) | imply(φ1,φ2) | g(φ) | f(φ) | x(φ) | u(φ1,φ2)
? 5.1 LTL????
(Proposition) P ::=















d??? Ret = d(From,Prop,To) ??? From???? To??? Prop?????
???????????????????From? To?????? int???????
???Prop??? 5.2???????????????????????
? 5.2 ?? Predicate ????????????????????????????
??3?? pred???????????????????????????
Ret = pred({Head }, {Guard }).
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? 5.3 P ?”a(X) ?????”???Q ?”b(Y) ?????”??????? P ∧
(¬Q ∨ P )??? LMNtal???
????????? Head ??????????????? Guard ?????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????3.3 ????? state space.react nd set ?????????
???????????? Head:-Guard|Head ?????????????????
?? Ret = pred({Head },{Guard })??????
??????? P ?”a(X)?????”????? Q?”b(Y)?????”?????
? P ∧ (¬Q ∨ P ) ?????????? 5.3????
5.1.2 ??
???? LMNtal????? LTL???????????????????????
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dfs1, stack1([[’.’($s,$q)|T]|T0]), hash1(H0), on_stack(H1) :- int($s), int($q) |
dfs1_foreach(succ($s, $q)), stack1([[’.’($s, $q)|T]|T0]),
hash1(set.insert(H0, ’.’($s, $q))), on_stack(set.insert(H1,’.’($s,$q))), st_([]).
dfs1, stack1([[], [’.’($s,$q)|T]|T0]) :- int($s), int($q) |
dfs1_acc($q, [], f), stack1([[’.’($s,$q)|T]|T0]).
dfs1, stack1([[]]) :-
no_acceptance_cycle_exists.
dfs1_acc(t), stack1([[’.’($s,$q)|T]|T0]):- int($s), int($q) |
dfs2, stack2([[’.’($s,$q)]]), stack1([[’.’($s,$q)|T]|T0]).
dfs1_acc(f) :- dfs1_pop.
dfs1_pop, stack1([[’.’($s,$q)|T]|T0]), on_stack(H) :- int($s),int($q) |
dfs1, stack1([T|T0]), on_stack(set.erase(H,’.’($s,$q))).
dfs1_foreach([’.’($s,$q)|T]), hash1(H0) :- int($s), int($q) |
dfs1_foreach_inner([’.’($s,$q)|T],Res), hash1(set.find(H0, ’.’($s,$q), Res)).
dfs1_foreach([]), st_(St_), stack1(St) :-
dfs1, stack1([St_|St]).
dfs1_foreach_inner([’.’($s,$q)|T], none), st_(St) :- int($s), int($q) |
dfs1_foreach(T), st_([’.’($s,$q)|St]).
dfs1_foreach_inner([’.’($s,$q)|T], some) :- int($s), int($q) |
dfs1_foreach(T).
? 5.4 LTL??????? 1??? DFS
????LTL?????????????????????????????????A
Ret = ’.’(Sm,Sa)
Sm?????????? ID ??????Sa ????????????? ID ????
???
? 5.4?? 5.5? LMNtal????? LTL???????????????????
???LTL????????? 72????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
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dfs2, stack2([[’.’($s,$q)|T]|T0]), hash2(H0) :- int($s), int($q) |
dfs2_foreach(succ($s,$q)),stack2([[’.’($s,$q)|T]|T0]),
hash2(set.insert(H0, ’.’($s,$q))), st_([]).
dfs2, stack2([[]]), :- dfs1_pop.
dfs2, stack2([[], [’.’($s,$q)|T]|T0]) :- int($s), int($q) |
dfs2, stack2([T|T0]).
dfs2_foreach([’.’($s,$q)|T]), on_stack(H) :- int($s), int($q) |
dfs2_foreach_inner0([’.’($s,$q)|T],Res),on_stack(set.find(H,’.’($s,$q),Res)).
dfs2_foreach([]), st_(St_), stack2(St) :-
dfs2, stack2([St_|St]).
dfs2_foreach_inner0(S, none) :- dfs2_foreach2(S).
dfs2_foreach_inner0([’.’($s,$q)|$g], some) :- int($s), int($q), ground($g) |
terminate0([]).
dfs2_foreach2([’.’($s,$q)|T]), hash2(H0) :- int($s), int($q) |
dfs2_foreach_inner([’.’($s,$q)|T],Res), hash2(set.find(H0, ’.’($s,$q), Res)).
dfs2_foreach_inner([’.’($s,$q)|T], none), st_(St) :- int($s), int($q) |
dfs2_foreach(T), st_([’.’($s,$q)|St]).
dfs2_foreach_inner([’.’($s,$q)|T], some) :- int($s), int($q) |
dfs2_foreach(T).
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??????????? 1 ??? DFS ? 2 ??? DFS ??????????????
on_stack?????????????????????????????????? 1
??? DFS?????????????????????? 2??? DFS?????









??????????????????????? 4.2 ???????? state_map?
?????????
? 5.1? SLIM? LMNtal?????? LTL??????????????????
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? 5.1 LTL?????????
Instance Name Results States Time(s) States Time(s) Ratio
(SLIM) (Meta)
Byzantine 10 counterexample 557 0.11 1434 4.35 39.5
Byzantine 11 counterexample 688 0.12 1918 6.95 57.9
Byzantine 12 counterexample 833 0.14 2500 12.08 86.3
Mutex 10 no accepting cycle 6144 0.82 6144 9.81 11.96
Mutex 11 no accepting cycle 13312 1.83 13312 23.38 12.77
Mutex 12 no accepting cycle 28672 4.71 28672 56.67 12.03
PhiM 5 counterexample 332 0.07 65 0.03 0.43
PhiM 6 counterexample 665 0.10 93 0.04 0.40
PhiM 7 counterexample 2073 0.20 126 0.05 0.25
Rabbit 8 counterexample 1612 0.15 1457 1.71 11.4
Rabbit 9 counterexample 3268 0.25 2857 3.63 14.54
Rabbit 10 counterexample 6839 0.50 5831 8.77 17.54
?????????????????????????????? 18????????
?????????????????????????? 82?????? p?????








? 5.6????? LTL? □♦p??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? 5.6????
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// system rules
’:-’({p_thinking(!Lx0, !Rx0), fork_free(!Rx1, !Lx0)},
{},
{p_one_fork(!Lx0, !Rx0), fork_used(!Rx1, !Lx0)}),
’:-’({p_one_fork(!Lxx0, !Rxx0), fork_used(!Rxx1, !Lxx0), fork_free(!Rxx0, !Lxx1)},
{},
{p_eating(!Lxx0, !Rxx0), fork_used(!Rxx1, !Lxx0), fork_used(!Rxx0, !Lxx1)}),
’:-’({p_eating(!Lxxx0, !Rxxx0), fork_used(!Rxxx0, !Lxxx1), fork_used(!Rxxx1, !Lxxx0)},
{},
{p_thinking(!Lxxx0, !Rxxx0), fork_free(!Rxxx0, !Lxxx1), fork_free(!Rxxx1, !Lxxx0)}),
// init state
p_thinking(L0, R0), fork_free(R0, L1).
p_thinking(L1, R1), fork_free(R1, L2).
p_thinking(L2, R2), fork_free(R2, L0).























CTL ??????????? 5.8 ????CTL ????????????????
E?A?????? F?G?U ???????E ? CTL??????????????
?????A???????? CTL???????????????????EGφ?
??????? φ????????????????????????
CTL ??????????? CTL ?? φ ????φ ?????????? Sφ ??
???????????Sφ ? φ??????????????????????? [5]?
????p ????φ ? CTL ? EX¬p ????????????????? S ??
Sp = {s ∈ S | s |= p} ??????? S¬p ????S¬p ??????? SEX¬p ??
???
SEX¬p = {s ∈ S | there is a transition from s to s′ ∈ S¬p}.
5.2.1 ??




Ret = mc(ctl(Ctl ), Rs, Init)
Rs????????????????????Init????????????????
???Ctl??? 5.8???? CTL??????????????
LMNtal ????? CTL ???????????? 5.9 ????CTL ??????
???????????????????????????????? 105 ?????
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(CTL Formula) φ ::=
true | false | p(Predicate) | not(φ) | or(φ1,φ2) | and(φ1,φ2) | imply(φ1,φ2)





??????????? CTL ?? φ1 ∨ φ2 ????????????? or?????
Sφ1 ? Sφ2 ?????? Sφ1∨φ2 = Sφ1 ∪ Sφ2 ??????SEGφ ??????????
eg????????????????????????????????? φ ????
????????????????????????????????????????













???????? 5.11????????? not(eu(true, not(eu(true,p(Init)))))
??????????????????????? 5.10 ????? Init ??????
3??????????????????? CTL?????????????????
??????????????
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finish@@Ret = mc1(Ini, ctl(sat(S)), SS) :-
Ret = result(set.find(S, Ini, Res), Res, SS).
true@@Ret = mc1(Ini, Ctl, state_space(M, S, T)), Ret_=true :-
Ret = mc1(Ini, Ctl, state_space(M, set.copy(S, S_), T)), Ret_=sat(S_).
p@@Ret = mc1(Ini, Ctl, state_space(M, S, T)), R = p($x), pred({$h[]}, {$g[]}, $y):-
hlink($x), hlink($y), $x==$y |
Ret = mc_(Ini, Ctl),
R = s_p(set.init, set.to_list(S_), {’:-’({$h[]}, {$g[]}, {$h[]})},
state_space(M, set.copy(S, S_), T)), pred({$h[]}, {$g[]}, $y).
not@@Ret = mc1(Ini, Ctl, state_space(M, S, T)), Ret_=not(sat(S_)) :-
Ret = mc_(Ini, Ctl, state_space(M, set.copy(S, R), T)),
Ret_=s_not(set.diff(R, R_), set.copy(S_, R_)).
or@@Ret = mc1(Ini, Ctl, SS), Ret_=or(sat(S0), sat(S1)) :-
Ret = mc1(Ini, Ctl, SS), Ret_=sat(set.union(S0, S1)).
ex@@Ret = mc1(Ini, Ctl, state_space(M, S, T)), Ret_ = ex(sat(S_)) :-
Ret = mc_(Ini, Ctl),
Ret_ = s_ex(set.init, set.to_list(T_), S_, state_space(M, S, set.copy(T, T_))).
eu@@Ret = mc1(Ini, Ctl, state_space(M, S, T)), Ret_=eu(sat(S0), sat(S1)) :-
Ret = mc_(Ini, Ctl),
Ret_=s_eu(set.copy(S1, S1_), S0, set.to_list(S1_), set.to_list(T_),
state_space(M, S, set.copy(T, T_))).
eg@@Ret=mc1(Ini, Ctl, state_space(M, S, T)), Ret_=eg(sat(S0)) :-
Ret = mc_(Ini, Ctl, state_space(M, S, set.copy(T, T_))),
Ret_=s_eg0(S0, set.to_list(T_), [], []).
? 5.9 CTL??????????











????? CTL??????????????? FC ???????????????
Ret = [pred_fair({Head }, {Guard }), . . . ]
LTL?????????? pred?????????? pred_fair??????????
??????????? FC ????????? FC ????????? pred_fair?
????????????????????????
CTL ?????????????????? SEGφ ???????????fair scc
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//system rules
’:-’({-start, -close, -heat, -error, -init}, {}, {start, -close, -heat, error, -init}),
’:-’({-start, -close, -heat, -error, -init}, {}, {-start, close, -heat, -error, init}),
’:-’({start, -close, -heat, error, -init}, {}, {start, close, -heat, error, -init}),
’:-’({-start, close, -heat, -error, init}, {}, {-start, -close, -heat, -error, -init}),
’:-’({-start, close, -heat, -error, init}, {}, {start, close, -heat, -error, -init}),
’:-’({-start, close, heat, -error, -init}, {}, {-start, -close, -heat, -error, -init}),
’:-’({-start, close, heat, -error, -init}, {}, {-start, close, heat, -error, -init}),
’:-’({-start, close, heat, -error, -init}, {}, {-start, close, -heat, -error, init}),
’:-’({start, close, -heat, error, -init}, {}, {start, -close, -heat, error, -init}),
’:-’({start, close, -heat, error, -init}, {}, {-start, close, -heat, -error, init}),
’:-’({start, close, -heat, -error, -init}, {}, {start, close, heat, -error, -init}),
’:-’({start, close, heat, -error, -init}, {}, {-start, close, heat, -error, -init}),
//init state
-start, close, -heat, -error, init
? 5.11 LMNtal???????????????????
? 5.2 CTL???????????
Instance Name States Property Results Time(s)
Byzantine 3 420 recurrence false 0.49
Mutex 10 6144 safety true 6.60
Mutex 11 13312 safety true 15.67
Mutex 12 28672 safety true 37.90
PhiM 4 327 response false 0.75
PhiM 5 1370 response false 3.67
PhiM 6 5785 response false 20.52
Rabbit 4 200 safety false 1.35
Rabbit 5 482 safety false 6.69
Rabbit 6 1096 safety false 32.77
??FC ????????????????????????SEGφ ????? fair scc
??????????????ex? eu???????????????????? CTL
???????? ex? SEXφ ???????? Sφ ????????????? CTL?
??????? ex?????????????????????? fair scc?????
??????????????? ex????? Sφ ∩ {s | s ∈ fair scc}???????
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(TCTL Formula) ::=
CTL Formula | au(φ1,φ2,J) | eu(φ1,φ2,J)
φ ::= true | false | p(Predicate) | g
g ::= ’<’(x,c) | ’=<’(x,c) | ’>’(x,c) | ’>=’(x,c) | ’=:=’(x,c) | and g(g, g) | t









????? TCTL ??????? LMNtal ???????????? TCTL ????
????? [2]???????????????????
TCTL??????????? 5.12????? 5.12?? c???????????
?????g ??? J ? t ????????????????????φ? true???
???????????????????TCTL?? CTL???? au(φ1 , φ2 , J )
? eu(φ1 , φ2 , J ) ????????????au(φ1 , φ2 , J ) ???????? J
?? (??) ? φ2 ?????????? φ1 ???????????eu(φ1 , φ2 , J )
? J ?? (??)? φ2 ?????????? φ1 ??????????????????
TCTL???????? CTL??????????????? CTL????? au?
eu????????????????
• au(φ1 , φ2 , J ) → au(or(φ1 ,φ2 ),and( φ2 ,zcc( J )))
• eu(φ1 , φ2 , J ) → eu(or(φ1 ,φ2 ),and( φ2 ,zcc( J )))
??????????????????????????????????????? z
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?????????? CTL????? zcc????????????????????













r(lbx, ubx, opx, lbz, ubz, opz, i, j, op
′
z)
????lbx, ubx, lbz, ubz, i, j ????????????opx, opz, op′z ? ′ <′ ? ′ =<′ ?
?????????????????????? region???????????????
lbx opx x opx ubx ∧ lbz opz z opz ubz ∧ x+ i op′z z op′z x+ j
??? r(0, 1, ’<’, 0, 1, ’<’, -1, 0, ’<’)? 0 < x < 1 ∧ 0 < z < 1 ∧ x− 1 <










ta({‘$Rule$\verb‘}, {‘$Inv$\verb‘}, {‘$Ini$\verb‘}, ‘$c_{max}$\verb‘)
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Inv ???????????????????????????????????
inv({‘ $Graph$ \verb‘}, ‘ $Guard$\verb‘)
Graph??????????Graph??????Guard???????????Guard




?? g ??????Reset?? reset??????????????????????
???????????? Guard???????Dst???????????????





Ret = mc(tctl(Tctl ),Ta)
Tctl ??? 5.12 ???? TCTL ??????????????Ta ?? LMNtal ??
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5.3.2 ??:????????????????
?????? 5.3.2 ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? off ? on ????????? off ?
???x???????????x=1?????????? off?? on???????
???????????? x ??? 0 ?????????? on ?? x≤ 1 ?????
???????????????off ??????? x=1 ?????????????
????????? [2]?????????????????????????????




’:-’({off}, {reset}, ’=:=’(x, 1), {on}),





















































????????? Java Pathfinder? C?C++???? CBMC??????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????
XMC? tabled logic ????????? XSB?????????????????








XSB ?????? CTL ??????????????????? CTL ?????
??????????????????????????????????????
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5 int link_pos, link_name;
6 };
7
8 int linkconnection_push(Vector *link_connections, LmnSAtom satom, int link_p, HyperLink *
hl)
9 {
10 int link_name = vec_num(link_connections);
11 struct LinkConnection *c = LMN_MALLOC(struct LinkConnection);
12 c->atom = satom;
13 c->hl = hl;
14 c->link_pos = link_p;





20 int linkconnection_make_linkno(Vector *link_connections, LmnSAtom satom, int link_p)
21 {
22 if(LMN_IS_HL(LMN_SATOM(LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(satom, link_p)))) {
23 HyperLink *hll = lmn_hyperlink_at_to_hl(LMN_SATOM(LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(satom, link_p)));
24 HyperLink *p_hl = hll->parent;
25
26 for(int i = 0; i < vec_num(link_connections); i++) {
27 struct LinkConnection *c = (struct LinkConnection *)vec_get(link_connections, i);




32 return linkconnection_push(link_connections, NULL, -1, p_hl);
33 }
34
35 for(int i = 0; i < vec_num(link_connections); i++) {
36 struct LinkConnection *c = (struct LinkConnection *)vec_get(link_connections, i);





42 LmnSAtom dst_atom = LMN_SATOM(LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(satom, link_p));
43
Appendix 62
44 if(LMN_SATOM_GET_FUNCTOR(dst_atom) == LMN_IN_PROXY_FUNCTOR) {
45 LmnSAtom out_proxy = LMN_SATOM(LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(dst_atom, 0));
46 LmnSAtom atom = LMN_SATOM(LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(out_proxy, 1));
47 int arity = LMN_FUNCTOR_GET_LINK_NUM(LMN_SATOM_GET_FUNCTOR(atom));
48 for(int i = 0; i < arity; i++) {
49 LmnSAtom linked_atom = LMN_SATOM(LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(atom, i));
50 if(LMN_SATOM_GET_FUNCTOR(linked_atom) == LMN_OUT_PROXY_FUNCTOR) {
51 LmnSAtom in_proxy = LMN_SATOM(LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(linked_atom, 0));
52 if(satom == LMN_SATOM(LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(in_proxy, 1))) {





58 else if(LMN_SATOM_GET_FUNCTOR(dst_atom) == LMN_OUT_PROXY_FUNCTOR) {
59 LmnSAtom in_proxy = LMN_SATOM(LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(dst_atom, 0));
60 LmnSAtom atom = LMN_SATOM(LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(in_proxy, 1));
61 return linkconnection_push(link_connections, atom, 0, NULL);
62 }
63
64 int arity = LMN_FUNCTOR_GET_LINK_NUM(LMN_SATOM_GET_FUNCTOR(dst_atom));
65 for(int i = 0; i < arity; i++) {
66 if(satom == LMN_SATOM(LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(dst_atom, i))) {









76 LmnStringRef string_of_data_atom(LmnDataAtomRef data, LmnLinkAttr attr)
77 {
78 LmnStringRef result = lmn_string_make_empty();
79 if(attr == LMN_INT_ATTR){
80 char *s = int_to_str((long)data);
81 lmn_string_push_raw_s(result, s);
82 }
83 else if(attr == LMN_DBL_ATTR){
84 char buf[64];








93 LmnStringRef string_of_template_membrane(Vector *link_connections, LmnMembraneRef mem,
LmnSymbolAtomRef cm_atom)
94 {
95 LmnStringRef result = lmn_string_make_empty();
96 AtomListEntryRef ent;
97 LmnFunctor f;
98 char istr[(int)(8 * sizeof(int) * 0.3010) + 2]; /* ???? int + ???? 1 */
99





105 EACH_ATOM(satom, ent, ({
106 int arity = LMN_FUNCTOR_GET_LINK_NUM(LMN_SATOM_GET_FUNCTOR(satom));




109 if (f == LMN_UNARY_PLUS_FUNCTOR) {
110 LmnSAtom in_proxy = LMN_SATOM(LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(satom, 0));
111 LmnSAtom out_proxy = LMN_SATOM(LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(in_proxy, 0));
112 if(cm_atom == LMN_SATOM(LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(out_proxy, 1))) continue ;
113





119 else if(strcmp(atom_name, "==") == 0) {
120 lmn_string_push_raw_s(result, LINK_PREFIX);




125 sprintf(istr, "%d", linkconnection_make_linkno(link_connections, satom, 1));
126 lmn_string_push_raw_s(result, istr);
127 }
128 else if(atom_name[0] == ’@’) {
129 lmn_string_push_raw_s(result, atom_name);
130 }




135 for(int i = 0; i < arity; i++) {
136 if(i > 0) lmn_string_push_raw_s(result, ",");
137 lmn_string_push_raw_s(result, LINK_PREFIX);







145 if(strcmp(atom_name, ":-") == 0) {
146 lmn_string_push_raw_s(result, "’:-’");
147 } else if(strcmp(atom_name, ".") == 0) {
148 lmn_string_push_raw_s(result, "’.’");
149 } else if(strcmp(atom_name, "[]") == 0) {
150 lmn_string_push_raw_s(result, "’[]’");




155 if(arity > 0) {
156 lmn_string_push_raw_s(result, "(");
157 for(int i = 0; i < arity; i++) {
158 LmnLinkAttr attr = LMN_SATOM_GET_ATTR(satom, i);
159 if(i > 0) lmn_string_push_raw_s(result, ",");
160
161 if(LMN_ATTR_IS_DATA(attr) && LMN_HL_ATTR == attr)
162 {
163 lmn_string_push_raw_s(result, LINK_PREFIX);




167 else if(LMN_ATTR_IS_DATA(attr) && LMN_INT_ATTR == attr){
168 LmnAtomRef data = LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(satom, i);




172 else if(LMN_ATTR_IS_DATA(attr) && LMN_DBL_ATTR == attr){
173 LmnAtomRef data = LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(satom, i);
174 char buf[64];
















191 for(LmnMembraneRef m = lmn_mem_child_head(mem); m; m = lmn_mem_next(m)) {
192 LmnStringRef s = string_of_template_membrane(link_connections, m, cm_atom);













206 LmnStringRef string_of_guard_op(LmnSymbolAtomRef satom)
207 {
208 LmnStringRef result = lmn_string_make_empty();
209 const char *atom_name = lmn_id_to_name(LMN_FUNCTOR_NAME_ID(LMN_SATOM_GET_FUNCTOR(satom))
);
210 int arity = LMN_FUNCTOR_GET_LINK_NUM(LMN_SATOM_GET_FUNCTOR(satom));
211 LmnLinkAttr attr;
212 if(arity == 1)
213 lmn_string_push_raw_s(result, atom_name);
214 else{





219 lmn_string_push(result, string_of_guard_op(LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(satom, 0)));
220

























243 const char* constraint_name[] = {"int", "float", "ground", "unary", "hlink", "new"};
244 const char* op_name[] = {"=:=", "=\\=", ">", "<", "=<", ">=", ":=", "==", "\\=", "><"};
245 result = lmn_string_make_empty();
246 EACH_ATOMLIST_WITH_FUNC(mem, ent, f, ({
247 if(LMN_IS_EX_FUNCTOR(f) || LMN_IS_PROXY_FUNCTOR(f)) continue;
248 LmnSymbolAtomRef satom;
249 EACH_ATOM(satom, ent, ({
250 const char *atom_name = lmn_id_to_name(LMN_FUNCTOR_NAME_ID(LMN_SATOM_GET_FUNCTOR(
satom)));
251
252 if(f == LMN_UNARY_PLUS_FUNCTOR){
253 LmnSymbolAtomRef in_proxy = LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(satom, 0);
254 LmnSymbolAtomRef out_proxy = LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(in_proxy, 0);
255 if(cm_atom == LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(out_proxy, 1)) continue;
256 }
257 else{
258 for(int i = 0; i < ARY_SIZEOF(constraint_name); i++) {
259 if(strcmp(constraint_name[i], atom_name) != 0) continue;
260 LmnSymbolAtomRef typed_pc_atom = LMN_SATOM(LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(satom, 0));







267 for(int i = 0; i < ARY_SIZEOF(op_name); i++){











279 LmnStringRef string_of_firstclass_rule(LmnMembraneRef h_mem, LmnMembraneRef g_mem,
LmnMembraneRef b_mem, LmnSAtom imply)
280 /* ??? 3’:-’ ???????????????????????????????
281 */
282 {
283 Vector *link_connections = vec_make(10);
284
285 LmnStringRef head = string_of_template_membrane(link_connections, h_mem, imply);
286 LmnStringRef guard = string_of_guard_mem(g_mem, imply);
287 LmnStringRef body = string_of_template_membrane(link_connections, b_mem, imply);
288




















307 LmnMembraneRef get_mem_linked_atom(LmnSymbolAtomRef target_atom, int link_n)
308 {
309 LmnAtomRef atom = LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(target_atom, link_n);




314 void delete_ruleset(LmnMembraneRef mem, LmnRulesetId del_id)
315 {
316 Vector *mem_rulesets = lmn_mem_get_rulesets(mem);
317
318 for(int i = 0; i < vec_num(mem_rulesets); i++) {
319 LmnRuleSetRef rs = (LmnRuleSetRef)vec_get(mem_rulesets, i);
320 if (lmn_ruleset_get_id(rs) != del_id) continue;
321
322 /* move successors forward */
323 for(int j = i; j < vec_num(mem_rulesets) - 1; j++) {
324 LmnRuleSetRef next = (LmnRuleSetRef)vec_get(mem_rulesets, j + 1);










335 static int colon_minus_cmp(LmnSAtom x, LmnSAtom y)
336 {
337 return x != y;
338 }
339




















359 LmnRulesetId imply_to_rulesetid(LmnSAtom imply)
360 {
361 st_data_t entry;







369 LmnRuleSetRef firstclass_ruleset_create(LmnSymbolAtomRef imply) {
370 /* ’:-’?????????????????????_3 */
371 for(int j = 0; j < 3; j++){
372 LmnAtomRef pa = LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(imply, j);
373 if(!LMN_SATOM_IS_PROXY(pa)) return NULL;
374 }
375
376 /* ’:-’_3(head, guard, body)?????????????????? */
377 LmnMembraneRef head = get_mem_linked_atom(imply, 0);
378 LmnMembraneRef guard = get_mem_linked_atom(imply, 1);
379 LmnMembraneRef body = get_mem_linked_atom(imply, 2);
380 LmnStringRef rule_str = string_of_firstclass_rule(head, guard, body, imply);






387 LmnRulesetId id = lmn_gen_ruleset_id();






394 /* ??????????????????:-????????????????? ID */





400 void firstclass_ruleset_release(LmnSymbolAtomRef imply) {
401 LMN_ASSERT(st_contains(imply));
402 st_delete(first_class_rule_tbl, (st_data_t)imply, NULL);
403 }
404
405 LmnRuleSetRef firstclass_ruleset_lookup(LmnSymbolAtomRef imply) {
406 LmnRulesetId id = imply_to_rulesetid(imply);




A.2.1 cb react ruleset nd
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1 /**
2 * apply rules in rulesets by one-step.
3 *
4 * the reacted graphs are added to {\c pos} of the list {\c head}.
5 */
6 static void apply_rules_in_rulesets(LmnReactCxtRef rc, LmnMembraneRef mem,
7 LmnMembraneRef src_graph, Vector *rulesets,
8 LmnSymbolAtomRef *head, int *pos)
9 {
10 for (int i = 0; i < vec_num(rulesets); i++) {
11 LmnRuleSetRef rs = (LmnRuleSetRef)vec_get(rulesets, i);
12
13 for (int j = 0; j < lmn_ruleset_rule_num(rs); j++) {




18 react_rule(rc, src_graph, r);
19 int n_of_results = vec_num(RC_EXPANDED(rc));
20
21 for (int k = n_of_results - 1; k >= 0; k--) {
22 LmnSymbolAtomRef cons = lmn_mem_newatom(mem, LMN_LIST_FUNCTOR);
23 LmnMembraneRef m = (LmnMembraneRef)vec_get(RC_EXPANDED(rc), k);
24 LmnSymbolAtomRef in = lmn_mem_newatom(m, LMN_IN_PROXY_FUNCTOR);
25 LmnSymbolAtomRef out = lmn_mem_newatom(mem, LMN_OUT_PROXY_FUNCTOR);
26 LmnSymbolAtomRef plus = lmn_mem_newatom(m, LMN_UNARY_PLUS_FUNCTOR);
27 lmn_mem_add_child_mem(mem, m);
28 lmn_newlink_in_symbols(in, 0, out, 0);
29 lmn_newlink_in_symbols(in, 1, plus, 0);
30 lmn_newlink_in_symbols(out, 1, cons, 0);
31 lmn_newlink_in_symbols(cons, 1, *head, *pos);
32 *head = cons;






39 void cb_react_ruleset_nd(LmnReactCxtRef rc,
40 LmnMembraneRef mem,
41 LmnAtomRef rule_mem_proxy, LmnLinkAttr rule_mem_proxy_link_attr,
42 LmnAtomRef graph_mem_proxy, LmnLinkAttr graph_mem_proxy_link_attr,
43 LmnAtomRef return_rule_mem_proxy, LmnLinkAttr
return_rule_mem_proxy_link_attr,
44 LmnAtomRef react_judge_atom, LmnLinkAttr react_judge_link_attr)
45 {
46 LmnMembraneRef rule_mem = LMN_PROXY_GET_MEM(LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(rule_mem_proxy, 0));
47 LmnAtomRef in_mem = LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(graph_mem_proxy, 0);
48 LmnMembraneRef graph_mem = LMN_PROXY_GET_MEM(in_mem);
49
50 lmn_mem_delete_atom(graph_mem, LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(in_mem, 1), LMN_SATOM_GET_ATTR(in_mem,
1));
51 lmn_mem_delete_atom(graph_mem, in_mem, LMN_SATOM_GET_ATTR(LMN_SATOM(graph_mem_proxy), 0)
);
52
53 LmnReactCxtRef tmp_rc = react_context_alloc();
54 mc_react_cxt_init(tmp_rc);
55
56 LmnSymbolAtomRef head = lmn_mem_newatom(mem, LMN_NIL_FUNCTOR);
57 int pos = 0;
58
59 Vector *rulesets = lmn_mem_get_rulesets(rule_mem);




63 Vector *fstclass_rules = lmn_mem_firstclass_rulesets(rule_mem);
64 apply_rules_in_rulesets(tmp_rc, mem, graph_mem, fstclass_rules, &head, &pos);
65 #endif
66














81 lmn_mem_delete_atom(mem, graph_mem_proxy, graph_mem_proxy_link_attr);
82 }
A.2.2 state map??????





6 static int state_map_atom_type;
7
8 static LmnStateMapRef lmn_make_state_map(LmnMembraneRef mem)
9 {
10 LmnStateMapRef s = LMN_MALLOC(struct LmnStateMap);
11 LMN_SP_ATOM_SET_TYPE(s, state_map_atom_type);
















28 * -a0 Map
29 */
30 void cb_state_map_init(LmnReactCxtRef rc,
31 LmnMembraneRef mem,
32 LmnAtomRef a0, LmnLinkAttr t0)
33 {
34 LmnStateMapRef atom = lmn_make_state_map(mem);
35 LmnLinkAttr attr = LMN_SP_ATOM_ATTR;
36 LMN_SP_ATOM_SET_TYPE(atom, state_map_atom_type);
37 lmn_mem_push_atom(mem, atom, attr);
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38 lmn_mem_newlink(mem,
39 a0, t0, LMN_ATTR_GET_VALUE(t0),





45 * +a0 Map
46 */
47 void cb_state_map_free(LmnReactCxtRef rc,
48 LmnMembraneRef mem,
49 LmnAtomRef a0, LmnLinkAttr t0)
50 {
51 lmn_state_map_free((LmnStateMapRef)a0, mem);





57 * +a0 Map
58 * +a1 ??
59 * -a2 ID
60 * -a3 Map
61 */
62 void cb_state_map_id_find(LmnReactCxtRef rc,
63 LmnMembraneRef mem,
64 LmnAtomRef a0, LmnLinkAttr t0,
65 LmnAtomRef a1, LmnLinkAttr t1,
66 LmnAtomRef a2, LmnLinkAttr t2,
67 LmnAtomRef a3, LmnLinkAttr t3)
68 {
69 LmnMembraneRef m = LMN_PROXY_GET_MEM(LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(a1, 0));
70 StateSpaceRef ss = ((LmnStateMapRef)a0)->states;
71 LmnSymbolAtomRef out = a1;
72 LmnSymbolAtomRef in = LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(a1, 0);
73 LmnLinkAttr in_attr = LMN_SATOM_GET_ATTR(a1, 0);
74
75 LmnSymbolAtomRef at = lmn_mem_newatom(m, lmn_functor_intern(ANONYMOUS, lmn_intern("@"),
1));
76 LmnSymbolAtomRef plus = LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(in, 1);
77 lmn_newlink_in_symbols(plus, 0, at, 0);
78




83 State *new_s = state_make(m, 0, TRUE);
84 State *succ = statespace_insert(ss, new_s);
85
86 if (succ == new_s) { /* new state */
87 state_id_issue(succ);




92 lmn_mem_push_atom(mem, succ, LMN_INT_ATTR);
93 lmn_mem_newlink(mem,
94 a2, t2, LMN_ATTR_GET_VALUE(t2),
95 succ, LMN_INT_ATTR, 0);
96
97 lmn_mem_newlink(mem,
98 a0, t0, LMN_ATTR_GET_VALUE(t0),
99 a3, t3, LMN_ATTR_GET_VALUE(t3));
100






106 * +a0 Map
107 * +a1 ID
108 * -a2 ??
109 * -a3 Map
110 */
111 void cb_state_map_state_find(LmnReactCxtRef rc,
112 LmnMembraneRef mem,
113 LmnAtomRef a0, LmnLinkAttr t0,
114 LmnAtomRef a1, LmnLinkAttr t1,
115 LmnAtomRef a2, LmnLinkAttr t2,
116 LmnAtomRef a3, LmnLinkAttr t3)
117 {
118 State *s = (State *)a1;
119 st_data_t entry;
120
121 LmnMembraneRef new_mem = state_mem_copy(s);





127 EACH_ATOMLIST_WITH_FUNC(new_mem, ent, f, {
128 if (f != at_functor) continue;
129
130 LMN_ASSERT(atomlist_ent_num(ent) == 1);
131 at_atom = atomlist_head(ent);
132 });
133
134 LmnSymbolAtomRef plus = LMN_SATOM_GET_LINK(at_atom, 0);
135 lmn_mem_delete_atom(new_mem, at_atom, 0);
136
137 LmnSymbolAtomRef in = lmn_mem_newatom(new_mem, LMN_IN_PROXY_FUNCTOR);
138 LmnSymbolAtomRef out = lmn_mem_newatom(mem, LMN_OUT_PROXY_FUNCTOR);
139
140 lmn_newlink_in_symbols(plus, 0, in, 1);
141 lmn_newlink_in_symbols(in, 0, out, 0);
142
143 lmn_mem_newlink(mem,
144 a2, t2, LMN_ATTR_GET_VALUE(t2),
145 out, LMN_ATTR_MAKE_LINK(1), 1);
146
147 lmn_mem_newlink(mem,
148 a0, t0, LMN_ATTR_GET_VALUE(t1),
149 a3, t3, LMN_ATTR_GET_VALUE(t3));
150
151 lmn_mem_add_child_mem(mem, new_mem);
152 }
